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Abstract
While the evidence for dark matter continues to grow, the nature of the dark
matter remains a mystery. A dark U(1)D gauge theory can have a small kinetic
mixing with the visible photon which provides a portal to the dark sector.
Magnetic monopoles of the dark U(1)D can obtain small magnetic couplings
to our photon through this kinetic mixing. This coupling is only manifest
below the mass of the dark photon; at these scales the monopoles are bound
together by tubes of dark magnetic flux. These flux tubes can produce phase
shifts in Aharonov-Bohm type experiments. We outline how this scenario might
be realized, examine the existing constraints, and quantify the experimental
sensitivity required to detect magnetic dipole dark matter in this novel way.
From galactic rotation curves [1], the cosmic microwave background, and the Bullet
Cluster [2], the evidence for dark matter (DM) is compelling. Despite this wealth of
gravitational information, hints of the particle nature of the dark matter are wanting.
Considering the vast range of possibilities, we should exploit all available technologies to
probe the dark sector. One experimental technique that has not been employed in this
endeavor so far is measuring phase shifts from the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect [3]. For
most models of DM, there is no AB phase shift, though some effects related to dark sectors
have been investigated [4–6]. In this letter we consider dark monopoles as the DM [7, 8]
and demonstrate how AB phases shifts can arise directly from the passage of DM through
the detector.
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A dark U(1)D sector is detectable if it interacts with the standard model (SM) through
a kinetic mixing [9] between the visible and dark U(1) field strengths:
eeD F
αβFαβD , (1)
where e and eD are the visible and dark gauge couplings, respectively. For example, a
dark sector with an SU(2)D gauge group can be broken to U(1)D when a scalar field,
which is a triplet under SU(2)D, gets a vacuum expectation value (VEV) vT . This leads
to magnetic monopoles with masses M ∼ 4pivT/eD [10] and charges 4pi/eD. If an SU(2)D
scalar doublet gets a VEV vD  vT , then this electric condensate gives the dark photon
a mass, mD = eDvD. As in a superconductor, the dark monopoles are confined [11],
being connected by tubes of magnetic flux with tension of order v2D [12, 13]. In more
sophisticated models [14], monopoles can arise with multiple flavors; alternatively different
flavors of monopoles could simply be fundamental particles. An even simpler possibility
is that the dark sector only has light electric charges, but the mixing with our photon is
through the CP violating operator
ε µναβF
µνFαβD . (2)
Then an SL(2, Z) transformation in the dark sector [15] turns dark electric charges into
dark magnetic charges and the CP violating mixing (2) into ordinary kinetic mixing (1).
In any of these cases, a flavor non-singlet monopole-antimonopole pair has no annihi-
lation decay channel, and is stable. In an asymmetric DM model one flavor can have a
positive magnetic charge excess while another flavor has a negative magnetic charge excess,
and charge neutrality ensures that the Universe ends up with stable flavor non-singlet rem-
nants. As shown in [15], when the dark photon gets a mass from an electric condensate,
the SM particles with a photon coupling eq obtain couplings to the dark photon eDqD with
qD = e
2q (in terms of the conventional normalization for kinetic mixing, ε = e eD, they
have a coupling εqe). In addition, dark monopoles with a dark magnetic coupling gD4pi/eD
couple to the visible photon with strength geff = εgD4pi/eD. Because this charge violates
the Dirac charge quantization condition, the strings connecting the monopoles give rise to
physical AB phase shifts.
The apparent violation of the Dirac charge quantization condition in each sector is
compensated by an effect in the other. Including both sectors one finds a “diagonal”
charge quantization condition [15]. In the limit mD → 0 there is the usual freedom to
redefine the fields so that the visible photon has no couplings to hidden sector magnetic
charges. Consequently, at energies much larger than mD, where the dark photon mass can
be neglected, the effect of mixing vanishes. In short, there is no observable AB phase shift
on scales smaller than m−1D .
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Bound State Analysis—When the monopole mass M is much larger than the dark
photon mass mD the low-lying states are non-relativistic. The Hamiltonian can be approx-
imated by
H =
p2
2M
+ Cpi v2D|r| , (3)
where C is a dimensionless number of order one [13] and r is the separation between
the monopoles. The eigenstates of H are Airy functions, but clearly the eigenvalues of
MH depend on a single dimensionful parameter: CpiMv2D. Thus, dimensional analysis
determines the typical binding energy to be
E ∼ 1
M
(
CpiM v2D
)2/3
=
C2/3pi2/3v
4/3
D
M1/3
= 0.2 eV
(
1 keV
M/C2
)1/3 ( vD
1 eV
)4/3
. (4)
Similarly, the typical separation is
L ∼ 1
(CpiM v2D)
1/3
= 14 nm
(
1 keV
CM
)1/3(
1 eV
vD
)2/3
. (5)
Because the low-lying, non-s-wave, magnetic dipoles have short lengths, they quickly align
to even the weak magnetic fields of the galaxy, Sun, and Earth. These results apply in the
non-relativistic limit where M  vD, if M < vD then the dominant scale is simply vD,
and so L ∼ v−1D . Interactions with ordinary magnetic fields through the dipole moment are
highly suppressed both due to the smallness of ε and of L, so there are no direct bounds
from these interactions [16].
The dark sector’s cosmological history can easily agree with the successes of standard
cosmology: big bang nucleosynthesis and the cosmic microwave background. For suffi-
ciently small kinetic mixing, the dark photon is never in thermal equilibrium with the SM
plasma [17, 18]. Thus, the dark sector evolves with a temperature that is completely inde-
pendent of the SM evolution. The particles can be produced in the early universe by the
reheating following inflation, and we assume that they efficiently annihilate when the dark
sector temperature falls below their mass, leaving only a relic of monopoles of one flavor
and oppositely charged monopoles of another. As the dark sector cools the dark photon
obtains a mass, and the monopoles confine. As in quirk models [19], the dipoles quickly
de-excite by emitting dark photons. This produces a population of dark photons, which
could make up a small fraction of the dark matter [20].
The finite mass of the dark photon typically requires that the final de-excitation to
the ground state proceed by emission of visible photons. These final decay lifetimes are
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typically thousands of years or longer due to the small coupling to the visible photon.
These can lead to late time decays to photons, which are in tension with observation [21].
However, if the dipoles form at an average spacing below the typical size of the first excited
state, then there is no de-excitation nor photon emission. We are considering small enough
mixing that the two sectors never thermalize, so it is consistent to also assume that the
dark confining transition occurs sufficiently early, and no photon production results.
With keV mass monopoles and sub micrometer string lengths, the dominant long-range
interaction between dipoles is a van der Waals potential. We parameterize it as
VvdW ∼ CvdW
g4effL
3
(4pi)2 v2D r
6
, (6)
where CvdW is a dimensionless order one number [22, 23] and we assumed that the distance
between the bound states, r, is much greater than L. The four powers of ε ensure that
scattering is accounted for by the Born approximation, and is negligible for the parameter
regions of interest. For r  1/E, the interaction falls even faster, as 1/r7 [22], again
suppressed by ε4.
Constraints—Magnetically charged particles are constrained by magnetar lifetimes as a
function of their mass, charge, and the mass of the dark photon [8]. For dark photon masses
below 1 eV, however, the bounds are independent of mD, and weaken as the monopole mass
M increases, going from εe/eD . 10−13 when M = 1 eV to εe/eD . 10−9 when M = 1
keV, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. The bounds on the kinetic mixing parameter ε
(through the coupling of the dark photon to SM particles) are quite stringent, the dominant
bounds for the region we consider are shown in Fig. 1. They arise from new sources of
stellar cooling [24] and late decays of dark photons into visible photons [20, 21].1 These
stellar cooling constraints assume a heavy dark Higgs or a small dark coupling, in other
cases the bounds become stronger for smaller dark photon masses [30].
We are interested in detecting the phase shifts in coherent electron beams passing on
either side of a magnetic flux tube/string joining the monopoles. The separation of the
beams needs to be somewhat larger than m−1D in order to generate a phase shift. Past
AB apparatuses [31] have had characteristic scales R ∼ µm which could probe mD &
eV. Because the string length, Eq. (5), decreases as mD increases, reducing detectability,
we mostly focus on eV scale dark photon masses, where ε < 10−12. However, if the
beam separation can be extended to longer distances then phase shifts due to lighter dark
photons can also be measured. For instance, if the beams have a mm separation then the
dark photon mass can be as low as meV.
1The constraints on ε have been studied over a large span of dark photon masses both from direct
experiment and astrophysical observation, see [25–27]. There are also many proposed new searches for
kinetic mixing effects from excitations in condensed matter systems [28] and from atomic transitions [29].
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Figure 1: Left: Excluded region, in blue, for the kinetic mixing parameter ε as a function
of the dark photon mass mD. The red region indicates that the dark photon thermalizes
with the SM [17]. Right: Bound on Log10 ε from magnetar lifetimes as a function of M and
eD, see [8].
While this class of models has no milli-electric charged particles, which might lead to
additional bounds on ε [32, 33], the milli-magnetic charges can lead to similar constraints.
We note that in some cases supernova shocks can eject milli-electric charged particles from
the galactic disk [34, 35], however these same shocks can only accelerate milli-magnetic
dipoles via field gradients leading to much smaller effects.
The millicharged bound related to stellar cooling also applies to millimagnetic particles.
Within stars the visible photon acquires an effective mass mP from the plasma. When
kinematically allowed, these massive photons can decay to pairs of particles with small
electric or magnetic charge, which provides a new cooling mechanism if these decay products
can easily escape the star [36]. In our scenario, however, when both the visible and dark
sectors give an electric mass to the photon, the mass eigenstates rotate [15], which in
turn affects the couplings. In particular, the coupling of the visible photon to the dark
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monopoles becomes
ε→ ε m
2
D
m2D −m2P
, (7)
for |m2D −m2P |  εm2D. When the masses are nearly degenerate the mixing angle between
the two photon states becomes ∼ pi/4, and the millicharge bound ε < 10−14 applies for
kinematically producible monopole masses. Horizontal branch stars, red giants, and white
dwarfs have average plasma masses ranging from a few keV to 20 keV [32]. The bounds
becomes
ε
m2D
m2D −m2P
. 10−14, for monopole masses M . mP/2. (8)
Note that for mD ∼eV, this reduces the bound to about ε . 10−8, making this bound
weaker than those shown in Fig. 1. When the dark photon mass is larger than mP there
is no such reduction and this constraint can dominate. However, if the monopole mass is
increased beyond a few tens of keV this decay is kinematically forbidden, obviating the
bound.
The above constraints show that the largest values of ε (and hence of magnetic couplings
and AB phase shifts) require lighter dark photons, with masses mD . eV and somewhat
heavier monopoles, with masses M ∼ keV. If both the masses are increased the bounds
relax, but the string tension increases and the separation lengths contract which diminishes
the signal. However, this can be compensated, to some degree, by reducing the size of the
detector. Still, with a smaller detector and heavier DM mass, the number of dark dipoles
that pass through the detector diminishes.
The DM transfer cross section must satisfy the bound σv/(2M) . 0.47 cm2/g =
(13 GeV−1)3 from galaxy clusters [37]; but the van der Waals potential in Eq. (6) is sup-
pressed by four powers of ε, putting the scattering far below the bound.
Photon Excitation—The confined monopole ground state is in the s-wave. This means
it has no dipole moment and hence no AB effect because there is no net magnetic flux in any
direction. However, photons from nearby stars, and especially the Sun, can excite a fraction
of the DM to states with a dipole moment, providing a detectable signal. From first order
perturbation theory the rate of photon absorption from the ground state |n`m〉 = |100〉 to
an excited state with one unit of angular momentum |210〉 is
R1→2 =
g2eff
3pi
ω3 |〈100|r|210〉|2
eω/Ts − 1 , (9)
where ω is the frequency of the photon with energy equal to the difference between the two
states and Ts = 0.5 eV is the surface temperature of the Sun. If we approximate 〈100|r|210〉
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by the displacement of the two monopoles given in Eq. (5) and take the frequency ω = E,
as given by Eq. (4), we find
R1→2 ∼ 16
3
g2Dε
2m
8/3
D pi
7/3C4/3
e
14/3
D M
5/3
[
exp
(
pi2/3C2/3m
4/3
D
M1/3e
4/3
D Ts
)
− 1
]−1
. (10)
This gives the DM photon absorption rate at the surface of the Sun, or at a radius RS.
Notice that we need m
4/3
D /(M
1/3e
4/3
D ) . eV to have an appreciable number of photons of
the correct energy to excite the dipole. So when mD is larger than a few tens of eV very
few dipoles are excited by the Sun.
If the energy splitting between the ` = 1 and ground states, see Eq. (4), is larger than
mD then the dipole promptly de-excites by emitting a dark photon. For the dipoles to
remain excited for long enough to reach the Earth we need to satisfy
eD >
√
Cpi
(mD
M
)1/4
. (11)
We are interested in the average number of DM particles which absorb a photon before
passing through an AB apparatus on the Earth. This can be estimated by considering a
straight-line DM trajectory from infinity to the Earth (the origin) given by vht where t is
time. This path, which makes an angle θ with the Sun in the sky, brings the DM through
the Sun’s photon flux. With the Sun on the y-axis a distance RA away, the distance R
between the center of the Sun and the DM is given by
R2 = v2ht
2 − 2vhtRA cos θ +R2A . (12)
The rate in Eq. (10) can be rescaled to this distance from the Sun by R2S/R
2. Then, the
total number of photon absorptions over the time of travel from infinity is∫ ∞
0
dt
R2S
R2
. (13)
We then average over the whole sky to obtain,2
pi2R2S
4vhRA
. (14)
When multiplied by the rate in Eq. (10), this yields the average number of DM which are
excited to the ` = 1 state by a solar photon before arriving at the Earth’s surface. The
2We neglect the small effect of excising the Sun from the θ integral.
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lifetime of the excited state goes like the inverse of the absorption rate as long as Eq. (11)
is satisfied, and is typically longer than thousands of years. By multiplying the average
rate by the DM number density ρDM = 0.4 GeV/cm
3 and the DM velocity we find the flux
of excited DM at the surface of the Earth:
FDM ∼ ρDM R
2
S
RA
4
3
g2Dε
2m
8/3
D pi
13/3C4/3
e
14/3
D M
5/3
[
exp
(
C2/3pi2/3m
4/3
D
M1/3e
4/3
D Ts
)
− 1
]−1
. (15)
Thus the DM signal is directional, tracking with the position of Sun approximately one
month earlier.
Of course, we need not depend on stars to excite the dipoles. Resonant photon cavities
placed around the detector can also produce the required signal. These could even be tuned
to specific frequency ranges to learn more about the DM following its detection.
Aharanov-Bohm Detection—The AB phase shifts are obtained from the vector potential
for magnetic dipole system. For infinite strings Jordan found [38]
~A(~x) =
geff
4pi
∫
String
d~`′ × (~x− ~x′)
|~x− ~x′|3 , (16)
which can be simply restricted to a finite string length L. For a string along the negative
z axis the vector potential has only one nonzero component (in cylindrical coordinates)
Aφ(ρ, z) =
geff
4piρ
[
L+ z√
(L+ z)2 + ρ2
− z√
ρ2 + z2
]
. (17)
The Aharonov-Bohm phase for a particle of charge q encircling a region of magnetic
flux is
ΦAB = eq
∮
d~x · ~A . (18)
For simplicity, since the phase is topological [39], we can consider the following set-up:
one electron making a semicircular path above the string and one making the mirror path
below it. Of course, the dark matter is moving at some velocity v ∼ 300 km/sec past the
detector. We compensate for this, by boosting to the rest frame of the monopoles, and
taking the electron paths to be moving in the z direction with velocity v: z(t) = z0 + vt.
We take the half circular path to have length piR, with R the distance (in the x-y plane)
from the string to the path. The time it takes to traverse the path is tT = piR/ve where
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ve is the electron velocity in the lab frame. This yields φ(t) = φ0 + tve/R and allows us to
rewrite Eq. (17) as
Aφ(z) =
gb
4piR
[
L+ z√
(L+ z)2 +R2
− z√
z2 +R2
]
. (19)
The phase difference between the two paths is just twice the phase from the first path
ΦAB = 2piqg
(
L+ z0√
(L+ z0)2 +R2
− z0√
z20 +R
2
)
+O
(
v
ve
)
, (20)
where we have expanded to leading order in v/ve  1. This analysis assumes that the
string passed perpendicularly through the area enclosed by the electron beams. This can
always be accomplished by aligning the detector with the magnetic field lines of the Earth,
with which the dipoles align.
Putting all the pieces together, we estimate the maximum phase shift (z0 = 0) as
Φmax = 2piq
e
eD
gDε
L√
R2 + L2
. (21)
With our conventions the charge of the electron is one, and we expect that gD is also order
one. However, the value of eD is a relatively free parameter, it can be small as long as
Eq. (11) is satisfied. Typically the characteristic size of the experiment is much larger than
the string length. For instance, we need R ∼ µm to enclose the flux tube of a dark photon
with eV scale mass. Then, string length estimate in Eq. (5) implies L R. We can then
estimate the phase shift as
Φmax ≈ 2piqgDeε
Rm
2/3
D M
1/3e
1/3
D
≈4.7× 10−14
( ε
10−12
)(10−6 m
R
)(
1 eV
mD
)2/3(
1 keV
M
)1/3(
0.5
eD
)1/3
. (22)
From Eq. (15) we find the corresponding flux from solar excitation through a µm sized
detector to be FDM ∼ 2 × 10−5 sec−1 yielding a few events per day. For eD this large the
dark Higgs must have a large mass, if not the bounds on ε become more severe [30].
We can also take the mass of the photon to be lighter if the size of the experimental
apparatus is increased. Assuming R can be raised to millimeter size we find
Φmax ≈3.7× 10−15
( ε
10−12
)(10−3 m
R
)(
1 meV
mD
)2/3(
1 keV
M
)1/3(
1
eD
)1/3
. (23)
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Using Eq. (15) again, we find the corresponding flux from solar excitation through a mm
sized detector to be FDM ∼ 4 × 10−4 sec−1, or about one event per hour. A larger dark
Higgs mass is also required in this case to satisfy the bounds on ε. However, in this case
the requirement that the dark photon not thermalize with the SM prevents using a larger
kinetic mixing.
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Figure 2: Blue solid contours of maximum AB phase shift and on the left (right) red dashed
contours of the expected number of AB event per second (year) from solar excitation as a
function of the dark photon mass mD and the kinetic mixing ε. The characteristic size of
the detector on the left (right) is R = 1 mm (µm), the monopole mass is M =1 keV, and
the dark U(1)D coupling is eD = 1. The gray region is excluded by dark photon constraints
or leads to the dark sector thermalizing withe the SM.
The Aharonov-Bohm effect was originally verified using modified electron microscopes
with µm resolution with long exposure times [31]. This type of equipment can reach
Aharonov-Bohm phase sensitivities∼ 10−2–10−3. Modern electron microscopes have demon-
strated atomic scale and femtosecond resolutions [40], but, as far as we know, have not been
employed for Aharonov-Bohm measurements. Hopefully this technology can be deployed
in the search for dark matter, and the phase sensitivity can be improved to the point where
meaningful bounds (or discoveries) are possible.
In conclusion, we have shown that the cosmological dark matter may be composed of
the magnetic dipoles coupled to a massive dark photon. A kinetic mixing between the two
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photons gives these dipoles a small coupling to the visible photon, below the scale of the
dark photon mass. This coupling violates the Dirac charge quantization condition in our
sector, allowing the flux tubes joining the monopoles to produce observable phase shifts in
AB experiments, constituting a novel DM search strategy.
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